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The Italian Sea Group is thrilled to announce that the striking Admiral Maxima 47 charter yacht 
ENTOURAGEhas been announced as one of the winners during The International Yacht & Aviation 
Awards 2015, organized by Design et al. Luxury superyacht ENTOURAGE has won in the ‘Interior 
Design Award – Power Yacht’ category. 

 
ENTOURAGE - Main Shot 

ENTOURAGE Main Features 

Superbly penned by Luca Dini in partnership with the Admiral Centro Stile, luxury motor yacht ENTOURAGE 
is a beautiful tri-deck vessel, boasting a traditional white color enriched by matt black areas in harmony with 
side windows. The interiors, magnificently designed by Dragana Maznic, are full of natural light and offer 
fantastic views, thanks to full-height panoramic windows. 
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http://www.charterworld.com/index.html?sub=yacht-charter&charter=motor-yacht-admiral-maxima-8185
http://www.charterworld.com/news/summary/iya-awards
http://www.charterworld.com/news/summary/iya-awards
http://www.charterworld.com/index.html?sub=yacht-results&builder=luca+dini-885
http://www.charterworld.com/index.html?sub=yacht-results&builder=dragana+maznic+-1913
http://www.charterworld.com/index.html?sub=yacht-charter&charter=motor-yacht-admiral-maxima-8185


 
ENTOURAGE - aft deck seating 

The amazingly generous main deck hosts the main salon, the dining area, as well as the master suite. The 
additional four large guest cabins can be found on the lower deck, including two VIP cabins and two double 
cabins, which may become two twin or even triple bed when required; all of those cabins feature a private 
ensuite bathroom, enriched with precious materials. 

 
ENTOURAGE Yacht - Main Saloon 

The upper deck features a breath-taking full-beam skylounge salon with full headroom side windows and 
even an opening balcony on the starboard side. The vessel also boasts a huge sundeck area, normally 
found on much larger yachts, partly overshadowed by the hard top and fitted with a bar corner, a large 
Jacuzzi, large table for ‘al fresco’ dinners and sun bathing areas. 

Luxury charter yacht ENTOURAGE proudly hosted on board the Prince of Monaco Albert II during the 
2014 Monaco yacht Show during the ceremony of delivery of the plate referring to the Green Plus certification 
issued by RINA (Registro Italiano Navale). 
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